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Neuland Industriedesign
2005-2017

MODULE 2C MODULE 3C

Random  L81.6 - D25 - H217
Random 2C L35.8 - D25 - H217
Random 3C L46.4 - D25 - H217

The iconic Random bookcase is renewed and 
the product range welcomes new modules 
and colours.
The two dimensional variants, named 2C and 
3C, make Random flexible and adaptable to 
all spaces in a home and to different market 
demands. 
The new elements can express unique style 
even if they are of modest size, perfect in 
small spaces or dedicated niches.
Also, when combined with the Random 
module, they renew the collection’s modularity 
to create new and different configurations. 
Adding the colours to the classic matt white 
has made it possible to create different 
accents and to bring new value to the 
product’s distinctive shape. 

A bookcase made of 6 mm thick medium-
density wood fibreboards, with matt lacquer 
(micro-goffered) in white or medium grey, and 
back of melamine-coated board (thickness  
10 mm). 
The new elements 2C, 3C are available with 
matt lacquer in white, light grey, medium grey, 
powder pink, medium olive green, dark olive 
green, medium powder blue, dark powder 
blue.

Compartments in standard sizes. The shelves 
are fit into the backs through concealed 
dovetail slots. 
With adjustable feet to 15 mm.
For safety reasons, it is highly recommended 
to fix the unit to the wall. Please note: it is 
suggested not to fix the units horizontally
Possibility of large-sized configurations by 
flanking. 
The new modules, with 2 and 3 spans, can 
be used alone or combined with the standard 
model to allow greater flexibility and improve 
the modularity of the entire collection. 

Dimensions:
- Random: height 217, width 81.6 cm, depth 

25 cm;
- Random 2C (2 spans): height 217, width 

35.8 cm, depth 25 cm;
- Random 3C (3 spans): height 217, width 

46.4 cm, depth 25 cm.

For further information about specs, please 
refer to the technical section at the end of 
the price list (tables of materials/colours).

MATT LACQUERED FINISHES

F006 = matt lacquered white X042

F019 = matt lacquered light grey  
PANTONE 402C

F059 = matt lacquered medium grey X093

F079 = matt lacquered powder pink  
PANTONE 4745C

F086 = matt lacquered medium olive green 
PANTONE 5773C

F087 = matt lacquered dark olive green  
PANTONE 5753C

F089 = matt lacquered medium powder blue
PANTONE 5497C

F090 = matt lacquered dark powder blue 
PANTONE 5487C

CONFIGURATOR

FOR INFO SEE TECHNICAL SECT.
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